
    

COMPANY PROFILE   

OLYMPIA CERAMICA is a Company that produces porcelain for sanitary purpose since 1979, 
Olympia Ceramica has experience on many International Markets and at the moment its products 
are present in more that 45 Countries all around the world.  

The Company is also  fully certified as  UNI-EN ISO 9001/2000 International system of quality 
standards, the products are tested regularly and the ceramic surface is tested by Italian quality 
control studios, all of our goods are marked MADE IN ITALY .    

The production has very elevated qualitative standard, valid for all models.   

The products are made in:    

 

Vitreous-china: Mix of white clay, china clay, quartz and feldspar carefully chosen, the 
best available on the market. The mixture is worked until the consistency assumed of 
mass ceramic is apt to form the body of the product. The product is glazed raw and 
subjected to single living in continuous kilns until reaching a temperature of 1280 ° c in 
living chamber. After living, the mass ceramic is compact white, with absorption inferior 
to 0,5%, unassailable to acids and alkali, according to the current UNI regulation in the 
course of the productive phase all Olympia sanitary ware is subjected to inspection on the 
working of the mixture and of the glazes (enamels), on the regularity and strength ( with 
loading tests up to 150 Kg for washbasin and up to 400 Kg for bowls and bidet). Oly-
smalt Glazed is made up of china clay, quartz, feldspar, zirconium silicate and tin oxide. 
During the single living phase it has single body with the ceramic support of the single 
sanitary device. If colored, it contains metallic oxides and pigments.  

 

Fine fire-clay: Mixture of chamotte, white clay, china clay, quartz and feldspar, carefully 
chosen, the best available on the market. The mixture worked until the consistency 
assumed of mass ceramic is apt to form the body of the product. The products are glazed 
raw and subjected to single hiring in continuous kilns until reaching a temperature of 
1280 ° c. After hiring the mass ceramic is medium, fine grain, with absorption inferior to 
9%. The Mix has the same components used for the mass ceramic.  Oly-smalt Glazed 
(enamel) is the same used for chinaware.      



       

The enamels are particularly good, strong and shining and the colors are very homogeneous and 
constant, all the products are made by hand.   

OLYMPIA CERAMICA produces many different ranges: from the economics set to the high 
level and designer goods for the bathrooms, Olympia Ceramica makes many solutions for the 
bathroom of every people.  

Olympia s last novelties are the new NICOLE range and the new TEXTURE collection, 
designer by our technical studio in collaboration with Ldesignconcept; Nicole range brings the 
value of design even to small spaces and this is the inspiring philosophy at the basic of the new 
system; while by Texture collection the people are able to personalize his bathroom using a   
mix of geometry, colors and decoration elements on the ceramic surfaces. 
Both news will be showed during next expo Cersaie 2006 in Bologna 26-30 September at Pav. 
34 Stand B.20 in a square area of 80 m.   

Olympia s most successful system is the TUTTO range, designer by Opus a very famous 
Italian Architect Studio. Many bathroom furnishings, created by the finest, most creative and 
talented designers, are suited to large environments. With the Tutto project, Olympia turns its 
attention to homes with less available space, to which the modularity of these stylistic and 
functional solutions is dedicated. A wide range to choose from, so that each space may be 
furnished with style and personality.   
Wash basin line: There are 14 washbasin of Tutto set studied expressly to be used as sole 

elements or in combination with ceramic accessories of the project. Designed in the most varied 
forms for numerous creative and space needs. Angular form, lateral basins, suspended and 
supported applications cover almost all exigencies. As many as 8 models with 36-cm-long sides 
are available to allow the adaptability to ceramic accessories or the combination among 
elements. Both washbasin and accessories can be assembled maintaining space among elements 
or fitting them perfectly with a silicon technique. 
Line of ceramic completing elements: Few highly resolutive elements. This philosophy 
generates the presence of completing ceramic elements of Tutto brand. Shelves and surface 
designed to combine with other accessories broaden creative possibilities of bathroom 
compositions. In this way, a small washbasin, fitted with a ceramic shelf and a towel rail 
becomes a complete module of style and functionality. 
Furnishing line:  The project is completed by a series of furnishing elements, available in three 
different finishing: fair oak 

 

dark oak - red lacquered, designed to offer a complete and 



functional bathroom. These elements include surface and benches, open and door-wing 
cupboards, elegant column compartments, creative ceiling-hanging towel rails and many others 
elements allowing to resolve all composition exigencies.  

The establishment of the OLYMPIA CERAMICA covers an area of 54.000 sqm. in 
CORCHIANO (VT) ITALY. 
The area destined to the production is  14.000 sqm. on a total surface of 40.000 sqm. 
The workers have an excellent level of specialization.   

The establishment of OLYMPIA CERAMICA is to around 60 km. to north from Rome and is 
rapidly reachable trough important roads of communication.   

OLYMPIA CERAMICA        
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